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forward-reverse shift in the E-Z-GO golf cart may need adjustments that are a little tough to
carry out without a proper manual or instructions. You will have to go by the suggestions from
those who have actually made the adjustments in their carts. The important point to note here is
that the shifting forward and reverse in these golf carts do create trouble sometimes,
particularly on slopes. That is the exercise here. Keep the shift in neutral and then adjust the
cable. You will have to include the thickness of the nut for this measurement. You may be in two
situations. The other is you are trying to make some minor adjustments so that it functions
properly and allows you to shift forward and reverse. In both these cases, based on the
information available from the vehicle manufacturer and the users of the carts, the access to the
cable location and making the changes needed are a little tough. Some EZGO owners have
experienced the shift working in one direction and not the other. The belt has been seen as one
possible reason for the shift not moving freely. You can also check if the belt is of the right
length. Some people removed the belt and say the shift worked fine afterward. Belts with
shorter lengths can be fitted to see if it solves the issue. Users have written about the shift
cable adjustment not working even after several tries. The company may have to step in and
post the solution along with a diagram so that the cart users can benefit. The simple solutions
offered for the Workhorse are the same as for the other models like TXT. The other option is to
change the shift cable itself completely. The thing to remember here is to keep the shift position
in neutral while making the adjustment. Check if the belt is of the right size in the E-Z-Go
Workhorse as well. With the Gas model of E-Z-GO golf cart, the issue of the shift cable
adjustment can be sorted by sourcing the original cable bracket that comes with the cart, when
new. If you can find that, the shift cable adjustment becomes a breeze. You will still need to
make some fine adjustments to the shift cable after fixing the bracket. The manufacturer may be
carrying this part. You can email them your requirement and if you are lucky, you may get it.
With the Yamaha G2, the shift cable adjustment is not a very difficult one. You have to access
the transaxle on the rear of the cart and pull out the bracket where the cables are attached. You
can now replace the cable. Remember to mark the location of the bracket on the vehicle before
pulling it out. This helps to ensure that the replacement does not alter the arrangement in the
area. On the Yamaha G9, the shift lever has a different alignment. It moves clockwise when you
wish to move the cart forward. If you are facing the issue of the shift not working forward or
reverse, it could be because a detent ball bearing may have fallen off during some other work
on the transmission. You will have to bring the ball bearing out using a magnet. If this is not the
issue, check the shift lever again and re-fix it. The adjustment of the shift cable in the Yamaha
G16 golf cart is made easy with the nuts on the reverse and forward cables. The most common
issue is cables sticking together not allowing easy movement. Use the WD40 or a special lube
to free up the cables. You can adjust the shift cable in the Yamaha G20 Gas by removing the
adjustment nuts by slackening the jam nuts. Get the cables out by moving the shift lever back
and forth. Now replace the cable and keep adjusting the cable-ending position at the transaxle
end. They have to be of equal length. You can check if the shift lever is working smoothly even
as you are making the adjustment. The idea is that the cable should be of the correct length with
no obstruction. The procedure for adjusting the shift cable in the club car DS is as follows you
can follow the manual if you have a copy. Skip to content Table of Contents. Continue Reading
What is a 9 Degree Driver? A 9 degree driver is a low loft driver and is most convenient for
golfers having fast swing speeds. These drivers create a positive angle of attack and generate
little spin. Continue Reading. Why is my golf cart horn not working? However, a fault in the

wiring can cause a short circuit [â€¦]. A golf can backfire due to the throttle plate inside the
carburetor being open, or a incorrect throttle cable adjustment. A golf cart backfires through the
carburetor because of an open throttle plate. The accelerator cable at the plate is out of
adjustment and in turn, stops the plate from closing when the microswitch makes contact with
the ignition. The accelerator cable moves through the throttle plate before the click but the plate
cannot do so. You can try the following simple steps to fix the problem of the golf cart
backfiring through the carburetor. Air suction from the exhaust gasket is another possible
cause. Checking the carburetor and adjusting the return spring to its original position so that
the carburetor is closed solves the problem. This is often because the rev limiter has moved out
of position at full throttle. Backing it off a little can help to fix the problem. One simple way to
stop the golf cart from backfiring is to use good quality fuel. Once this is done, ensure that the
throttle plate is closed by adjusting the accelerator cable at the plate. For the cable adjustment,
remove the cable and loosen the bolt connecting the linkage to the carburetor. Tighten the bolt
and connect the cable once again. If the governor bracket is misaligned, that may need an
adjustment as well. Skip to content Table of Contents. Continue Reading What is a 9 Degree
Driver? A 9 degree driver is a low loft driver and is most convenient for golfers having fast
swing speeds. These drivers create a positive angle of attack and generate little spin. Continue
Reading. Why is my golf cart horn not working? However, a fault in the wiring can cause a short
circuit [â€¦]. These Aftermarket tops are made of attractive, durable aluminum tubing with plated
hardware for long life. Cover your rear seats with these oversized 80" tops! These are
Aftermarket tops. This 84" Extended Top with Triple Track provides easyinstallation of the outer
enclosures, inner mounting brackets, and additionalaccessories. Now you can add or replace
your existing canopies with one of our factory replica replacement tops! Works perfect for carts
that have a cargo box or rear seat and a standard size top. Our Enclosures utilize zipper and
hook bindings for thatâ€¦. The next generation is concealment is here. No need to paint that old
top. Simply cover it up! About Us Email Deals! Contact Us. Yamaha Tops. Black 80" Top
Universal Fit â€¦add or replace your existing canopies with one of our new Universal
replacement tops! Yamaha White Factory Replica Top Models G14 Now you can add or replace
your existing canopies with one of our factory replica replacement tops! Powered by. Photos
are representative. Actual item may vary. All Rights Reserved. For convertible soft fold down
Sunbrella golf cart tops, , please scroll to the middle of this page. As an alternative to a regular
top, please check out our Solar Roof Tops that will enable you to never plug your golf cart in
again. The golf cart roof top assembly kits include the top, windshield frame, rear frames, a full
set of hardware and installation instructions. Fold down or one piece windshields can be
purchased separately. Also, you might consider a 3 or 4 sided enclosure to keep you warm and
dry. We specialize in tops, roofs, and canopies for older golf carts and offer regular length tops
and extended tops for the Club Car, E-Z-GO, and Yamaha golf carts. Windshields are available
for any of these golf cart tops. We offer a universal top only that comes with no holes or
supports. The universal top comes in 53", 56" and 80" length and can be used with golf carts
manufactured by other companies. They do not have hand holds. Factory windshields will fit on
these tops. The after market golf cart top is not as thick as the original factory top, and the top
does not include hand holds in the roof. The windshield frame dimensions are different than the
factory measurements meaning that the factory windshield may not fit on this top. The 80" tops
are ' taller with the average height being 48". The roof supports are in a black or aluminum color
depending on the golf cart make and model. Please see below for a link to a chart of the support
color variations. In order to accommodate this construction, our Yamaha G1 top includes a bolt
with wing nuts that secures and separates the top from the windshield frame. For these
reasons, the Yamaha G1 roof is more expensive than our other tops. You can see a picture
below of a Yamaha G1 below with this top and our G1 fold down windshield. The 80" top is not
available for a G1. Therefore, if you need a windshield with your top, we strongly recommend
you purchase them together to ensure a good fit. If you do not know the model and year of
manufacture of your golf cart, please call Customer Service, and we will help you. The 80"
extended tops will fit most golf carts with a rear seat kit. However, the rear supports may require
modification for rear seats that are wider than those offered by us or that are directly bolted to
the back of the front seat. If you are unsure whether our top will fit on your cart, please call
Customer Service at If you email us with a picture of the back and side of your cart, we can
clarify which rear seat kit you have and if our top will fit on your golf cart. The rear supports for
a 53" - 56" top are designed to be attached to the sweater basket. We want to make sure we
send you rear supports that will fit your cart. If you have any questions, please call Customer
Service at Below is the color contrast between the beige and shell white tops. Above is a picture
of a factory replica top on a Yamaha golf cart. The center photo is an extended after market
black top on an earlier Club Car DS golf cart. On the right is a decked out Yamaha G1 golf cart

with a new top and tinted windshield. Please see the G1 owner's comment below. Customer
John M. Our windshield frame is the only one which uses reinforcement in the tubing to
eliminate stress and break-out from occurring at the bolt points on the cowl of the golf cart. The
top was painted with krylon fusion spray paint with clear coat over top. The krylon fusion bonds
to plastic instantly, and the clear coat protects it and gives it that glossy look. This cart also has
our rear seat kit, windshield, and two-tone seat covers. Please see Jodi W. All tops are NOT
returnable if shipped as ordered. If there is a manufacturer's defect or if the top is not as you
ordered, please contact Customer Service. These shipments must be made to a commercial
address. We normally call you to confirm that your Ship To address is a commercial business
establishment with large truck access. Made in the USA. The supports will automatically come
in the first color of choice. If you want the supports in the second choice of color, it will be a
special order. Please call Customer Service. Customers who purchased a roof or top were also
interested in windshields , rear seat kits , and solar roof tops. The kids use the cart to get
around the farm, complete their chores, and feed the animals. The top and windshield were very
easy to put on, look great and do the job. Was not a problem and it looks good! The windshield
went in easy and looks beautiful. The rear seating kit was easy to set up looks great and
changes the look if the cart dramatically. The seat covers are beautiful and easy to put on
getting the old ones off are tricky tho. The extended topper puts the whole thing together and
provides protection to the front riders as well as the back" Jodi W. Gladwin, Mi, August, Our G1
top looks great. You made my husband's day by putting our before and after see above picture
on your web site. T hanks again for all your help. The most important parts are the new top,
tinted windshield, Pioneer radio system, and brilliant red diamond plate floor mat, all from
Frugal Dougal's Golf Cart Accessories. We started from the frame up in our garage. Everything
fit perfectly. Thanks to you folks, the grandson thinks it is sweet!!!! We add, what a lucky
grandson! Both my wife and I like it very much, and your service, and especially customer
communication, has been exceptional. We will order from you again. It was easy to install, and
we had it on in 15 minutes. We are thrilled with the top and windshield for our Yamaha G1. It fit
beautifully. Lynda D. Chuck Y. We are very pleased with the top and windshield for our older
style Club Car. Tom B. We received at our camp grounds the roof, windshield and mounting
hardware for our Hyundai golf cart. I am very satisfied, and thank you for your prompt service.
They fold down for storage in your garage or in a trailer. The convertible top is also called a rag
top for a golf cart. The sport windshield works well with the convertible top as shown in the
picture to the right. The center height from the hinge at the back of the seat upward is 32". Ideal
for race car stacker trailers. The straps will extend to fit a 4 passenger golf cart or a golf cart
with a rear cargo box. The straps and zippers come in black only. Please see the color chart
below. This means you can use a solid Sunbrella color to contrast with your striped Sunbrella
seat covers. The convertible top does not come in stripe patterns. Please allow extra delivery
time for custom colors. Custom color convertible tops are not returnable. It has a zipper
opening. The cover is in the same color as the top Sunbrella fabric. It keeps the top protected
and looking neat when it is in the down position. For golf carts with a cargo box, depending on
the length, the top may rest in the down position toward the back of the cargo box. Please note
that the hinges and frame of the convertible top are not to be used as handles. The installation
instructions caution that improper use may make the hinges break. Please call Customer
Service, Below are samples of the Sunbrella Slate Black and Toast colors. The picture above is
the convertible top on an E-Z-GO in the standard toast color. Below is a Yamaha G14 with the
top in the down position resting on the rear seat arm rests. This customer also ordered a
custom Sunbrella color of Charcoal Gray with custom binding in Mediterranean Blue to match
his custom rear seat covers which we also supplied. The cart has a sport windshield in
stainless steel. Please see Les D. Who said the convertible top is not strong! Look at this golf
cart convertible top holding four river rafts!! Below is a John Deere with the convertible top
mounted to the front and behind the cargo box. Other carts with a cargo box can have a similar
mounting. Here is the convertible top on a oldie-but-goody Harley Davidson three-wheeler golf
cart. The owner said the top works well. Please allow seven days to ship. When choosing one of
these colors, please include the name in the ordering box below. Please note that our
convertible tops are made out of the heavier awning fabric. Please note the tops do not come in
a striped Sunbrella fabric. Click here to see more photos of convertible tops. You can add a
sport windshield as pictured above to this top for weather and rain protection. See Pictures in
the Photo Gallery. Thanks for your help. Augusta, GA, February, The top and windshield fit
perfect, great quality and fantastic service it was a pleasure doing business with you. Thanks
again Thanks again! Looks great. Thank you. It was easy to mount and looks great. But, I am
even more impressed with the day and a half shipping and receiving time. I even had a
gentleman ask me about at the last race. I gave him the info. The hardest thing to get by is price.

But the materials look great, and I hope they last a long time. I will kept you guys in mind. It
looks great, you guys knocked it out of the park on these tops. Extremely Happy with your
product and service.. Thanks again to you and Mary Mrotek for your support and help in getting
this done. It went on in about 10 minutes. See picture above. I'm happy with the products. The
cart turned out great and the soft top and windshield sets it off. Installed on my Club Car
Precedent as easy as advertised. Product looks well made. Easy to operate. Was shipped and
packaged securely. Thought you would like feedback. Thanks for your assistance. Joseph T.
The universal camouflage golf cart top canopy cover simply slips on over your existing golf cart
roof. These fabrics are waterproof, tough, durable, and pliable. It is similar to a canvas fabric.
These covers are secured with Bungee cords sewn into the hem of the cover to ensure a tight
fit. Please allow 2 weeks to ship the top cover. Also, the top covers are not returnable unless
there is an issue of workmanship. Search by Keyword Search. Don't be out in the sun in your
golf cart. Get a new top and windshield. SKU x Add to Cart. Came out great. Great stuff! Thanks
for your help with the installation instructions. Looks great on my Yamaha G1. Thanks for the
follow up and look forward to doing business in the future. Compartment Divider. Convertible
Golf Cart Top. A golf cart top that folds completely out of the way when you do not want it. Click
here to see more photos of convertible tops You can add a sport windshield as pictured above
to this top for weather and rain protection. See picture above "The install was fairly easy for the
convertible top. Top Extension. A golf cart top cover perfect for concealing your golf cart. Roof
Rack. Email A Friend. Note: All prices in US Dollars. Online since October 24th, Click to enlarge
image s. Club Club Car DS, Shopping Basket Items:. The body style changes over the years for
the Yamaha golf cart models are a little more subtle than those of the E-Z-Go and Club Car, and
because of these minor changes, many are wondering what model they DO have. The year and
model of your Yamaha golf cart can be found in the first 4 digits of the serial number. This the
listing of all of the models and the years they were produced. You will also be able to locate
your serial number in the guide below. Locate the serial number according to the illustrations
accompanying the models listed below, then match up the number in the range shown on the
tables. Yamaha entered the golf cart scene with the model G1, which sported a 2-cycle gas
engine. Club Car was not even producing gas-powered golf carts at this time. The G1 was
introduced in and production on the electric was discontinued in , the gas model ended in The
vehicle has bucket seats and the entire rear body and top swings up and back to access the
drive train. The G1 is powered by 1. A 2 cycle gas engine with an oil injection system or 2. The
G1 underwent several alterations over 10 years of production. The different models and year of
manufacture are identified by the serial number and its prefix. The engines and bodies stayed
very similar throughout the G1 model design. The Yamaha G2 began production in and the
serial number can be located either under the seat towards the front of the golf cart or under the
front bumper on the frame of the golf cart. In , Yamaha introduced the Sun Classic or G3 with a
2-cycle engine or volt electric system. It was the first golf vehicle made with an integrated roof
and tempered-glass windshield complete with a wiper. Headlights, a front trunk, turn signals,
and custom dash, were standard equipment. The G3 was later replaced by a larger G5 Sun
Classic. It is stamped onto a tin tag which is riveted to the frame. See below. The serial number
this model golf cart is usually located on the front of the vehicle stamped into a tin tag and
riveted to the frame, underneath the cart on the main cross member of the forward frame. The
Yamaha G8 is a modified version of the fleet model G9 See below. The G8 came out in and it
exhibited a curved front cowl and rear fenders. It also has a long, full front bumper side to side
and the seat bottom can be completely removed from the cart, whereas the G9 and G2 seat
bottom remains fixed to the seat pedestal and cannot be easily removed from the cart. The dash
compartment interiors and dash trim are black. The G8 Golf Cart serial number is located under
the passenger side seat towards the front of the golf cart. The Model G11 is a utility Vehicle
used for maintenance and light hauling. This model came with a heavy-duty steel front bumper
and an aluminum box with a tailgate and a rear trailer hitch. In they installed a larger cc engine
in the G Yamaha could be considered to be a new-comer in the Golf Cart market, but because
they have been in the field of innovation and technology since
1992 honda shadow 1100
2000 silverado ac compressor clutch
1990 jeep wrangler problems
, they consider themselves as a leading manufacturer of golf carts and other products. Club
Car Golf carts have evolved many times since , and although the basic electrical design has
stayed close to the same, there are small differences. These differences are important when The
speed controller measures out current and battery voltage to the electric vehicles' motor to
raise and lower speed on the golf cart. It monitors the state of the motor and generates signals

to Skip to content. Your Serial Number is located in one of three places: Under the rear bumper
on the frame Under the seat where the floorboard joins to the motor compartment Under driver
side glove box The specific location will be shown below based on your Yamaha model. Article
Contents. Model G1. Click Here! Model G2. Serial Location For G3. Yamaha G5 Serial Location.
Yamaha Model G8. Yamaha Model G9. The G11 Serial Number location is underneath the seat
towards the rear of the golf cart. Yamaha Model G Continue Reading.

